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														Since 2016 Delicious & Sons creates Mediterranean, Sustainable, and Ethical food producing a positive Environmental, Social, and Econimic impact.
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																Organic Puttanesca Sauce

																																																	18.70oz/530g
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																Organic Tomato & Porcini Sauce
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																Organic Tomato & Italian Olive Sauce
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																Organic Sun-Dried Tomato Spread

																																																	6.35oz/180g
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																Organic Basil Pesto Genovese

																																																	6.70oz/190g
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																Organic Pesto Rosso

																																																	6.70oz/190g
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																Organic Saffron & Orange Aioli
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																Organic Sweet Olive Tapenade
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																Organic Spicy Olive Spread

																																																	6.35oz/180g
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																Organic Porcini Mushroom Spread

																																																	6.35oz/180g
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																Organic Artichoke Spread

																																																	6.35oz/180g
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																Organic Eggplant Spread
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																Black Truffle Oil
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																Black Truffle & Mushroom Sauce
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